… at Best Impressions Plastic Surgery

Lynn Dailey Hege, LE, CME, CLT
“When experience and knowledge count… make the right choice”
Email: clinicalskin1@gmail.com
www.clinicalskinsolutions.net
Phone 336.210.1362
Lynn Dailey Hege, LE, CME, CLT. Lynn is a highly trained certified laser technician and medical
aesthetician and passionately dedicated to helping her clients restore youth and health to their
skin. She adopts and perfects the most advanced technology that is available from our sources, and
develops new, “in-house” protocols and treatments to achieve optimal results that far exceed industry
standards.
Lynn’s clients rave about her amazing ability to correct their skin while putting them at ease all in the
privacy of her own suite located in the Best Impressions Plastic Surgery building.
With an extensive array of modalities and state-of-the-art lasers to assist in your transformation, Lynn
customizes treatment plans precisely for your needs. The beautiful result is young and healthy skin for
decades to come.
In the field of aesthetics and cosmetic laser, an expert must utilize many different types of modalities
and lasers to achieve mastery of the craft. However, results do not just lie in the technology itself, but
in how it is used and who is using it. Lynn is one of the the best in
the field.

When not with
patients, Lynn can
often be found
collaborating with
Dr. Best on patient
care and treatment
options.

“When experience and knowledge count… make the right choice”
Call Lynn today to schedule a complimentary, no obligations consultation to discuss what
treatment options are best for you.
Visit her website here.
SPECIALIZING IN:

 Skin Tightening;
Body and Face
 Chemical Peels
 Skin Needling;
Collagen Induction
Therapy
 Lira Clinical
Skincare Retail

 Body Contouring/
Cellulite Reduction
 Pain Free Laser
Hair Removal
 Fractionated Laser
Skin Resurfacing
 Medical Microdermabrasion
 Facials/Waxing

 Age Spots, Sun
Damage, Rosacea,
Color Correction,
IPL RF
 Removal of Skin
Tags, Spider Veins
& other skin
imperfections

 Epidermal
Leveling;
Dermaplaning
 Scar Revision; acne
or surgical
 Micro-current
Therapy
 Lash Extensions,
 Perms/Tinting

